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She's forgotten her past. Too bad her past won't return the favor.Ursula can't remember a single

thing from before three years ago, so she has to keep her life simple. All she wants is to earn

enough money for rent--and maybe a bit left over for a new pair of boots.But on her eighteenth

birthday, all hell breaks loose... quite literally... when a hellhound shifter shows up in her kitchen.

Kester's lethally gorgeous, and he's come with a terrifying message: Ursula owes her soul to a

demon.No one seems to care that she doesn't remember striking that deal.Thrust into the middle of

a war between the gods of fire and night, Ursula fights her way across New York--and through the

fae realm--to survive. Along the way, she must reclaim her magical knowledge and her

long-forgotten skills with the blade if she wants to escape eternal damnation.
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What an intriguing start to a new series! I have read other work by C.N. Crawford and loved it! Have

to say I feel the same about this series!Ursula is experiencing memory loss and doesn't remember

anything before three years ago. This series starts the mysterious tale of her slowly figuring out



what and who she is! I love the side characters and that this book gets you hooked with the mystery

and anxiously waiting for more! Can't wait tot start the next one in the series!!

Ursula has a hell of a birthday! A chance purchase turned out to me a book I couldn't put book

down. Imagine if on your 18th birthday your not so great life really takes a turn for the worse.

Suddenly you can set things on fire, and a hell-hound shifter is there to claim your soul, which you

apparently had offered to a goddess... but you can't remember your life. I cannot wait for the rest of

Ursula's story...

An excellent introduction to a different world with compelling story lines and entertaining twists.

About a third way in, I could not put it down and had to find out what happened. Gingers...not what

we used to call them, but useful. Good read.

Wasn't sure I was going to like this book but it's amazing. I totally can't wait to read the next book.

Definitely recommend this book to anyone looking for lots of adventure and mystery.

This series starts very promising. It's very easy to identify with the main character, Ursula, who is

thrown head first into a world she doesn't know, nor does she care to, full of incubi, gods,

hellhounds and fae. She is both cool, with her mysterious powers and sword skills, and endearingly

clumsy, often misstepping when trying to say the right thing at the right tone.Like all of Crawford's

books, this one is full of humor accompanying the drama, and I found myself laughing out loud more

than once. Some of the side characters are fantastic as well, and there's a hair designer that I

simply adored.A very enjoyable read, and highly recommended

Reading about magic, hellhounds, God's, and vampires has always been a favorite of mine. But

writing them all into the same book made it that Much better

It's always cool to read stories involving unique supernatural creatures and the whole "deal with the

devil"s thing was pretty cool too.

I honestly bought the book because it was cheap and sound vaguely interesting. Turns out this is

the best book I've read in a long time. This is a fast paced paged turner with some unpredictable

twists. Ursula is a spunky heroine that seems destined to failure, but manages to spin misfortune to



her advantage. I am looking forward to reading book 2.
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